LIVE-FIRE QUALIFICATION

ENHANCED LICENSED TO CARRY A CONCEALED HANDGUN
Course Outline

- Range - 2 hours
  - Safety Briefing
  - 1.5 hour weapons qualification (50 rounds)
Equipment Needed

Each student should be notified of the appropriate equipment needed prior to the course. Each student will be required to arrive with the following to ensure an adequate and safe training environment.

- Writing Utensils
- Eye and Ear Protection
- Weapon
- Ammunition (Minimum 100 rounds)
Firearms and Range Safety Rules

The objective of firearms training is to develop safe and competent firearm handlers. It is the concealed carry handler’s responsibility to conduct themselves in a mature manner and use common sense when handling firearms.

A safety briefing should always be conducted prior to training or use of range.
Cardinal Rules For Firearms Safety

1. Treat all firearms as though they are loaded.
2. Keep your finger off the trigger until you are ready to engage the target.
3. Point the muzzle in a safe direction at all times.
4. Be aware of your target and what is beyond it.

Everyone on the range is a safety officer. If anyone observes an unsafe act, a cease fire and STOP ALL ACTION should be conducted immediately.
Live Fire (Fundamentals)

Stage 1: 3 yard line – 20 Rounds
A. 5 shots fired in a “one shot exercise” – 2 seconds allowed for each shot
B. 10 shots fired in a “two shot exercise” – 3 seconds allowed for each 2 shot sequence
C. 5 shots fired in 10 seconds

Stage 2: 7 yard line – 20 rounds
A. 5 shots fired in 10 seconds
B. 5 shots fired in 2 stages:
   1. 2 shots fired in 4 seconds
   2. 3 shots fired in 6 seconds
C. 5 shots fired in a “one shot exercise” – 3 seconds allowed for each shot
D. 5 shots fired in 15 seconds

Stage 3: 15 yard line – 10 rounds
A. 5 shots fired in 2 stages:
   1. 2 shots fired in 6 seconds
   2. 3 shots fired in 9 seconds
B. 5 shots fired in 15 seconds

The total number of rounds fired is 50.
Live Fire (Fundamentals) (cont’d)

- All shooting is from the “ready position” – firearm already drawn from the holster and ready to fire.
- The shooter must clear or work through any malfunction.
- The shooter should reload when necessary.
- Only exercises are timed. Reloads and time between exercises are not timed and do not count against the shooter’s score.
- If rounds are held (not fired within the allotted time) they will be counted as misses.
Range: Qualification (1.5 Hours)

- Each student will fire 50 rounds from various predetermined distances in order to show proficiency. This course of fire will be scored at a 70 percent success rate (35 of 50) in order to meet a minimum standard. The target utilized will be a B-27 target. The shooter will be scored hit or miss. A successful hit will be scored if the round fired cuts the line of the 7 ring or is within the 7 ring of the B-27 target.

- Example: If a shooter places 42 rounds fired from his or her weapon in the time allotted on or within the 7 ring of a B-27 target the score would be 42 of 50.
B-27 Target
Concealed Carry Enhanced Course

Minimum qualification standard 35/50 hits on target (70%)
Conclusion

An applicant must complete the live-fire qualification with a score of 35/50 or 70%. If the applicant fails to score 70% after 3 tries of shooting the course, the instructor must wait 90 days prior to allowing the applicant to re-take the Enhanced Concealed Handgun Carry Course.